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1. INTRODUCTION 

Lean in its essence, it’s all about separating the value in the system, while reducing or eliminating the 
wastes that don’t add value to the process or product. As any other application, comes hand in hand 

with a set of tools which are intended to help successful implementation (Womack et al. 1992). 

Nowadays, lean is widely accepted even as an organizational methodology and way of thinking and 

working with proven track of influencing the organizational culture. In (Jalal 2017), we can find about 
the influences of organizational multi-culture on the leadership’s decision making, which is an 

essential of the organizational culture, i.e. how the business is going through the process of making 

decisions. 

This topic and the definition of lean indicators is still not widely investigated and defined, as we can 

find many authors and lean implementation case studies that use different sets of indicators in their 

studies. There is substantive disagreement about what comprises lean production and how it can be 

measured (Ward, Peter T; Shan 2007). This offers space for investigation and research on the matter.  

The common practice during lean implementation starts with mapping out the current state of the 
system by using the lean tool value stream mapping. Without any further due and getting into details, 

the logical outcome of this initial mapping is an overview of the current state of the process. In 
(Womack 2014), the foundations of value stream mapping idea and process steps are given. Value 

stream mapping (VSM) in its core offers qualitative and quantities overview of the logistic, material 

and information flows. 

While criteria in general, are used for evaluation of a specific process, such as choosing the best 

supplier(Carnero & López 2016),  the focus area of this paper lays on the quantification of the internal 

process improvements, i.e. which key performance indicators are used or/and should be used for 

monitoring and measuring the lean implementation. The conveyed research in this paper should give 
answers to the following key questions: 

1. Which key performance indicators are followed during lean implementation? 

2. Which key performance indicators should be followed (put more attention to them)? 

3. To which degree, the use of lean tools in the organizations helped in their process improvements- 

measured and quantified by the selected key performance indicators? 

Abstract: This article solely purpose is to extract the most commonly used key performance indicators from 

the literature which deal with theoretical or practical case studies of lean implementation in organizations. 

The methodological approach towards selection initiated with research of the world paper databases. It 

continued with unification of the indicators with the same meaning. Furthermore, these indicators would be 

put through specific statistic filter methods in order to define the most commonly used ones. These are: Work 

in progress (14), Inventory (12) Lead time (12), Cycle time (12) and Value added time (7). The values in 

brackets are taken from the analyzed literature and they represent the total frequency of appearance of each 

KPI respectively. 
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY – OVERVIEW AND FINDINGS 

The flow of the conveyed research is led by the methodology given in Figure 1. 

 

Figure1. KPI selection methodology 

Key phases of the methodology are consisted from: 

1. Literature research – outcome from this phase is the paper database 

2. Comprising lean indicators database and unification according to use and meaning – outcome from 

this phase is the full list of used KPI’s 

3. Arranging indicators according to their frequency share – outcome from this phase is the Pareto 

chart of the list of used KPI’s 

4. Indicators selection – by using the methodology criteria explained in details in 2.4 the selection of 

the recommended set of indicators is done 

5. Improvement overview measured by the selected KPI’s – outcome from this phase is the Average 
KPI improvement list, that can serve as a benchmark because it contains the average values for 

process improvement as measured by the selected indicators in the previous phase 

In the following paragraph, a sum up overview will be shown of the main research characteristics 

which comprise its foundations and their intent is to reflect the main research directions: 

 Analyzed literature time frame covers papers from: Nov 2001 – Dec 2015 

 Sources: online paper databases generators 

- emeraldinsight.com 

- inderscience.com 

- elesevier.com 

- ieeexplore.ieee.org 

- taylorandfrancis.com 

- scientific.net 

- leanthinking.org 

- scholar.google.com 

 Key words used in the research: 

- lean parameters  

- lean manufacturing parameters 

- lean indicators 

2.1. Phase 1: Literature Research 

During this empirical research, a total of 54 papers from different authors were processed. With 

simple filtering and removal of the repeating subjects, a total of 31 unique papers are gathered. The 
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conveyed research set aside two different types of papers, theoretical papers and practical case study 

papers. The theoretical papers are processing out theoretical elements, while the latter are processing 
practical case study implementation of lean. APPENDIX 1 summarizes the processed world literature 

from the 3 online international databases, while using the specific key words given above. 

2.2. Phase 2: Comprising Lean Indicators Database and Unification According to use and Meaning 

The total number of indicators that are extracted from the analyzed literature is 78. This initial set of 
gathered indicators was reassembled using criteria for meaning and application in the researched 
papers. The result was a final list of 51 unique indicators. This is a pure reflection of the wide range 
and vast application that lean has. An example for indicator unification by using the criteria for 
meaning and application is represented in Table 2. 

Table2. An example for unification of lean terms / indicators 

 VARIANT 1 VARIANT 2 VARIANT 3 VARIANT 4 

Inventory Finished goods Total stock     

Cycle time Total cycle time       

WIP Work in progress Intermediate parts Semifinal product   

Change Over Set up time Die change     

Manpower Operators Workforce Labor   

In this phase of the research, we give an answer to the previously set question: “Which key 
performance indicators are followed during lean implementation?” 

Figure 2 joins the paper database and the extracted unique key performance indicators into one. The 
intent is to map the used KPI with the paper that it was originally extracted from. 

 

Figure2. Overview of used KPI in the condemned research 

Legend details are shown below: 

 Papers which are processing real practical case study of lean implementation are marked with “S” 

and colored with green; 

 Papers which are processing theoretical cases of lean implementation are marked with “T” and 

colored with yellow; 

KPI / Paper S1 S2 S3 S4 T5 T6 S7 S8 T9 S10 S11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 T22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 T30 S31

Lead time

Inventory

VAT

Process ratio

Takt time

Cycle time

WIP

Capacity utilization 

Demand achieved

Changeover

Manpower

Defects

Uptime

Throughput

Flexibility

On time in-full potential

Total distance

Equipment utilization

System flow time

OEE

Vertical information systems

On time delivery

NVA

Machine Cost

First pass correct output

Idle time

Line capacity

Service level

Processing time

Lean rate (VA/lead time)

Cycle efficiency

Total breakdown time

Shoop floor area

Productivity (per man hour)

Total factory cost per piece

Number of lateness jobs

Shop floor area

Integration of functions

VA/NVA ratio

Manufacturing time 

KANBAN control

Flow degree

Decentralization

Number of NVA motions

EPEI

Multifunctional teams

Total effectivness

Pull of raw materials

Total efficiency

Continous improvement

Elimination of waste
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 Lean KPI’s that are used by the authors are presented on the left side; 

 Paper versus KPI matching is represented with grey color; 

The result was a final list of 51 unique indicators. This is a pure reflection of the wide range and vast 
application that lean has. 

An example for indicator unification by using the criteria for meaning and application is represented 
in Table 3. 

Table3. An example for unification of lean terms / indicators 

 VARIANT 1 VARIANT 2 VARIANT 3 VARIANT 4 

Inventory Finished goods Total stock     

Cycle time Total cycle time       

WIP Work in progress Intermediate parts Semifinal product   

Change over Set up time Die change     

Manpower Operators Workforce Labor   

In this phase of the research, we give an answer to the previously set question: “Which key 

performance indicators are followed during lean implementation?” 

Figure 3.joins the paper database and the extracted unique key performance indicators into one. The 
intent is to map the used KPI with the paper that it was originally extracted from.  

2.3. Phase 3: Arranging Indicators According to their Frequency Share  

The Pareto chart was selected as the most suitable tool for analysis of the frequency of appearance of 

a certain indicator in the reviewed papers. The reasons behind this decision are comprised from the 

possibility for clear and simple overview of the frequency of a given indicator from the total, as well 
as the fact that this tool consists from elements of cumulative calculations by which it’s very easy to 

determine the “share” or how dominant a certain indicator was along the analyzed papers, expressed 

in a quantities manner. It gives a powerful overview of the distribution and it contains the 80/20 rule, 
which could be used for prioritizing.  

The Pareto chart is presented in Figure 3. 

 
Figure3. Pareto frequency of used KPI in condemned research 

2.4. Phase 4: Indicators Selection 

For the purpose of establishing a statistically supported approach, a statistical tool was used, along 

with some of its filtering and highlighting features that its sole purpose is to help in the decision 

making process. These filtering criteria methods are described fully below 

- Separation of the indicators according to their frequency share and highlighting the “top 10%” 

(presented with green color); 

- Separation of the indicators according to their frequency share by using a specific conditional 

highlighting (presented with the shape of colored circles with black); 
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- Separation of the indicators according to their share by using a specific conditional highlighting 

(presented with the length of the color coding, from maximum to minimum extension of the yellow 
bar) 

According to the given criteria for selection of the KPI’s, this logic will be used for final indicator 

selection: 

a) The authors will take into selection the top 10% indicators marked with green color; 

b) The authors will take into selection the dominant full colored circles and the one that is half 
colored, only because this indicator separates from the others (all others are either ¼ colored or 

non-colored); 

c) The authors will take into selection the bar length that cross matches with the previously two 

applied filter methods; 

The results are presented in Table 4. 

According to the given criteria and the logic for interpretation of the results, the following key 

performance indicators are selected: 

a. WIP 

b. LEAD TIME 

c. INVENTORY 

d. CYCLE TIME 

e. VAT 

This phase of the methodology answers the previously set question: “Which key performance 
indicators should be followed?”  

Table4. KPI selection 

 

KPI FREQUENCY CUM.SHARE CUM. % ABC CLASS

WIP 14 14 10 А

Lead time 12 26 19 А

Inventory 12 38 28 А

Cycle time 12 50 36 А

VAT 7 57 41 B

Defects 6 63 46 B

Changeover 5 68 49 B

Manpower 5 73 53 B

Shop floor area 5 78 57 B

Takt time 4 82 59 B

Throughput 4 86 62 B

Flexibility 4 90 65 B

Total distance 3 93 67 B

On time delivery 3 96 70 B

Process ratio 2 98 71 B

Capacity utilization 2 100 72 B

Demand achieved 2 102 74 B

Uptime 2 104 75 B

On time in-full potential 2 106 77 B

Equipment utilization 1 107 78 C

System flow time 1 108 78 C

OEE 1 109 79 C

Vertical information systems 1 110 80 C

NVA 1 111 80 C

Machine Cost 1 112 81 C

First pass correct output 1 113 82 C

Idle time 1 114 83 C

Line capacity 1 115 83 C

Service level 1 116 84 C

Processing time 1 117 85 C

Lean rate (VA/lead time) 1 118 86 C

Cycle efficiency 1 119 86 C

Total breakdown time 1 120 87 C

Productivity (per manhour) 1 121 88 C

Total factory cost per piece 1 122 88 C

Number of lateness jobs 1 123 89 C

Integration of functions 1 124 90 C

VA/NVA ratio 1 125 91 C

Manufacturing time 1 126 91 C

KANBAN control 1 127 92 C

Flow degree 1 128 93 C

Decentralization 1 129 93 C

Number of NVA motions 1 130 94 C

EPEI 1 131 95 C

Multifunctional teams 1 132 96 C

Total effectivness 1 133 96 C

Pull of raw materials 1 134 97 C

Total efficiency 1 135 98 C

JIT 1 136 99 C

Continous improvement 1 137 99 C

Elimination of waste 1 138 100 C
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2.5. Phase 5: Improvement Overview Measured by the Selected KPI’s  

This phase extracts the benefit, i.e. the quantification of the lean implementation, as measured by the 
selected key performance indicators. Table 5.represents the average improvement of the used KPI’s in 
the processed literature.  

It answers the last question stated in the beginning of this paper: “By which degree, the use of lean 
tools in the organizations helped in their process improvements - measured and quantified by the 
selected key performance indicators?” 

The interpretation of the results in the table below is as follows (a specific feature conditional 
formatting – color scaling is applied in order to rank the data and color it accordingly – from most 
green that represents the KPI with the greatest impact to most pale green that represents the KPI with 
the lowest measured improvement): 

 The lean implementation in the reviewed literature had greatest impact on the KPI “VAT” (Value 

added time);  

 With an average improvement in the 30-40% range are “WIP” (Work in Progress) and “Lead 

time”; 

 The lean tools used in the reviewed papers had an average improvement factor < 30% on 

“Inventory” and “ Cycle time; 

Table5. Representation of average improvement of the used KPI in the reviewed literature 

 

LEGEND details are shown below: 

    The indicator was not included in that paper 

NV There is no given value for made improvement for the certain indicator in that paper 

The KPI’s shown above represent the core of the conducted study.  Their application ranges all across 

different scope of industries. Furthermore, they are used for quantification of a variety of different 

PAPER / KPI VAT WIP Lead time Inventory
Cycle 

time

S1 0,46 0,3

S2 2 0,9 0,7

S3 0,02 0,45 0,6 0,6 0,2

S4 0,33 0,74 0,67 0,8 0

T5 NV

T6 NV NV NV

S7 0,25 0,41

S8 0,82 0,3

T9 NV NV NV

S10 0,86 0,1

S11 NV

T12 NV

T13

T14

T15

T16 0,01 0,06 0,02

T16 0,85 0,64

S18 0,41

S19 NV NV

S20 0,01 0,03

S21 NV

T22 NV

S23 NV

S24 0,84 0,16

S25 0,11 0,11

S26 0,34

S27 0,1 0,1 0,5

S28 0,89 0,3 0,3

S29 NV NV

T30 NV

S31 0,97 0,92 0,97

AVERAGE 

IMPROVEMENT
0,53 0,39 0,34 0,27 0,22
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segments. In (Gandolf R. Finke, Mahender Singh, 2012) through lead time the various disruptions to 

operations that can lead to deviations are studied. Lead time is a key performance indicator also 
studied in (Serrano, 2016) where the study explains how the takt time approach can imply an increase 

of the manufacturing efficiency, where a key outcome is an increase in the reliability of lead time.  

In a study of LEAN line balancing (Koichi Nakade, Akiyasu Ito, 2015),cycle time is used as a 
quantification parameter between different line balancing strategies working with optimal number of 

workers. In another study, (Mei Yong Chong, Joshua Prakash, Suat Ling Ng, RazlinaRamli, 2013), 

WIP is used as an evaluation strategy for two different sets of KANBAN systems. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The key performance indicators used in lean implementation were a main focus point of this paper. 

The results have shown that authors have used many different indicators for measuring their success 

of lean implementation. This research paper took a deep-dive into the indicators that have been used 
up in the literature in order to make a distinctive summary.  

Further on, this initial set of extracted parameters from the literature, was being decomposed by 

applying statistical methods in order to distinguish the most commonly used indicators. This extracted 
set is being recommended to be used in further lean case studies. 

The conclusion of this paper will be finalized by answering the questions that were set as an 

imperative for writing this paper: 

3.1. Which Key Performance Indicators are followed During Lean Implementation? 

The answer to this question can be found and extracted from Figure 2.2, where we defined a total of 

51 unique indicators that the authors were following in their respective papers. Overall as a brief 

summary, the researchers were following time indicators as takt time, uptime, system flow time, idle 
time, processing time, lean rate, manufacturing time, non-value added time.  

Furthermore, they followed a group of indicators that determines the efficiency and the system 

capacity were extracted, such as: capacity utilization, demand achieved, throughput, equipment 
utilization, and many others. 

3.2. Which Key Performance Indicators should be followed? 

By using the Pareto approach and arranging the used indicators according to their frequency share, 

along with using some advanced statistical filtering, a total of 5 key performance indicators were 
selected, which are presented in Table 5. 

Namely, these are: VAT, WIP, Lead time, Inventory and Cycle time. These indicators are the 

foundation of the conveyed research and they are directly answering the complementary purposes 
which are set in the abstract, at the very beginning of this paper. These indicators could be used as a 

helping foundation in the course of future research papers which are processing the subject of lean 

implementation in the organizations. The very single purpose is efficient lean monitoring process, as 
well as setting up an efficient monitoring system that will properly reflect the quantification of the 

used lean methods. 

3.3. By Which Degree, the use of Lean Tools in the Organizations Helped in their Process 

Improvements, Measured and Quantified by the Selected Key Performance Indicators? 

The impact the used lean tools had, and all that monitored through the lens of the selected KPI’s, it’s 

shown in Table 5. The average KPI improvement showed an average values ranging from 53% for 

VAT to 23% for Cycle time. These results can serve as a benchmark while making comparisons how 

successful is the lean implementation in any future research papers, related with this subject. 

3.4. Discussion Points 

During the research, a wide range of used indicators is noticed, which is only confirmation for the 

wide application of lean. While studying the used indicators in the researched papers, a major 

difference is noticed along the theoretical papers and the practical case study papers.  

Namely, the practical case study papers are monitoring and measuring only quantitative indicators 

which can be easily measured. On the other hand, the theoretical papers, besides the quantitative 
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indicators, are using also qualitative indicators such as on time in – full potential, vertical information 

systems, integration of functions, decentralization and others.  

This paper extracted the most common used indicators from the analyzed literature. Dealing with such 

a delicate nature, especially in the field of lean implementation, indicators should be taken with 

caution. Authors are aware of the fact that indicators in this field can vary from company to company, 

even from department to department. Many factors impact which indicators will be followed in an 

organization, whether those are customer or internally driven. This paper only outlines the statistically 

most commonly used.  

The limitations of the carried study in this paper were impacted by available recourses on-hand. The 

practical limitations of this study are that these extracted key performance indicators are not separated 

by industry nor application and that is the main reason why ones must be taken with caution. The 

theoretical limitations are impacted by the width of the research, in the number of international 

databases included for analysis. 

Both practical and theoretical limitations, together with the findings in this paper represents a baseline 

on which future studies can develop or start with, whether a practical case study is being developed in 

a real company or a theoretical lean implementation study is being done. 
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